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Supplementary Information 

Project: New Access 

Site location: Rd, Lower Stanton St. Quintin, Chippenham, 

Wiltshire, SN14 6

Notes 

Source documents are referenced in square brackets e.g. [1].  These references are listed in 

the reference section at the end and for ease, copies of the referenced documents have been 

attached at back. 

As Planning may consider the negative pre-planning advice given then it is necessary in this 

document to point out the many flaws, errors and omissions in that advice in some detail to 

ensure Planning have all the correct facts on which to make their decision.  I therefore 

apologise for the size that has made this document. 

Due the number of pictures and diagrams in this document it has been necessary to optimise it 

for screen viewing rather than printing in order to reduce the file size under the 5MB limit.  

Full resolution versions of the pictures are available should Planning need them. 

Summary 

The pre-planning advice was not thorough and only looked at the previous 1986 planning 

application, N86.1805.FUL.  Pre-planning did not look at any previous applications thus 

missed the fact that access across the verge had previously been approved in the initial outline 

planning application, N82.1461.OL [1].  Plus, when the first full plans were submitted in 

1986, N86.1322, with the right of way as access, Planning wrote and strongly suggested that 

going across the verge was the better option [6] and that the plans should be reconsidered.  

More issues with the pre-planning advice invalid assumptions will be expanded on in later 

sections. 

There are significant safety benefits that come with new access both for fire and especially 

ambulance.  There is also a benefit for the east end of Lower Stanton St. Quintin as the new 

access would guarantee long term access to the telephone pole that feeds it.  These will be 

detailed in later sections. 

This application asks for an access over this verge similar to the access granted in 1982 and 

renewed in 1985.  This verge is legally highway, as will be explained later so its prime 

purpose should be as a right of way.  Indeed there is ample evidence that the property had an 

access to the highway and there is no evidence that this access was ever legally stopped up as 

required by Highways Act 1980. 
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Verge Status 

The verge in front of is approximately 40m long and ranges from 8m to 14m in width.  

This is shown on the map in figure 1 below (note the map does not show the tarmac accesses 

for any properties including and which cross this verge).  This verge has 13 

trees on it most of which were planted 30 years ago following the land sale in 1986 and 

apparently with no consultation with highways, the utilities using the verge, or the homes 

these trees were being planted in front of.  No professional advice seems to have been sought 

on the type of tree or positioning and today there are trees planted so close to household 

boundary wall that they are undermining this wall. 

The verge is overcrowded with trees.  Many are too close together such that their branches 

cross and the branches foul the telephone cables that cross the verge. 

This verge is sometimes referred to as Lower Stanton “green” but the definition of a village 

green is an area where sports or pastimes can be played.  It is thus too small to be a “green” 

and especially now with all the trees on it there is even less free space.  It is also not legally 

common land as was reported by the county solicitor in 1982 [4] following discussion of the 

planning application [3].  It seems odd to me that the then Parish Council should both claim it 

is their land as well as asking if it was common land since the two are very different. 

In fact up until 1954 it was a large pond into which a roadside ditch drained.  Maps circa 1900 

show that the pond occupied almost all the land that is now verge.  This map is shown in 

figure 2 below along with a merge of current and old maps in figure 3.  This ditch took run off 

from the road, the farm and some cottages.  The farm also used water from the pond and it 

might have also had a spring feeding it since the farm had no mains water at that time. 

The pond was regularly reported to be a nuisance and to need cleaning.  The Parish Council 

had been trying for years to get it filled in and the run off diverted to the main sewer and this 

was finally done by the Rural District Council.  This used free rubble etc. from the new 

housing site in the village which is how it was afforded as neither the RDC nor the Parish 

Council had the money for this work.   Subsequently it was used a dumping ground for 

rubbish necessitating the installation of sign prohibiting the dumping of rubbish.  It was also 

used a store for road chippings in 1965 if not at other times and it was still to be covered with 

soil and seeded, by the RDC, as late as June 1966. 

It therefore has no history of being an ancient bucolic village green as some would suggest.  

Similarly the boundary wall of that borders the verge is not some ancient monument 

but dates after 1965 as until that time the boundary was a row of trees. 
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Figure 1 – Current Map 

 

 

Figure 2 – Map circa 1900 
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Figure 3 – Merged Maps 

I have been a visitor to for 32 years and in the last 3 years I have been there most days.  I 

can only recall one time the verge was used for an “event” and that was for small gathering 

for the Queen’s 90
th
 Birthday.  A group of around a dozen stood on the verge for a short time 

during the afternoon.  At that time many more branches were below head height so standing 

space was restricted.  Some people had brought a garden chair for themselves, some a bottle 

and a glass.  We had been on site to catch up on some work and were leaving when we were 

invited to join this small gathering.  Most people were at larger events or private parties, we 

could hear the sound of one party drifting over from a house in the Forge. 

The most regular use for this verge is by villagers looking at the notice board or people using 

the one relatively clean bench, often these are cyclists taking a breather, not villagers.  Non of 

these usages are frequent.  The only other use of this verge is people walking across it which 

an access would not affect. 

Pre-planning have cited these two benches as proof of the verge’s use which is a bit of stretch 

given the state of the benches as can been from the pictures in figure 4 and figure 5 below.  

Also, these benches look out across the road.  Anyone sitting on these benches would have to 

be looking over their right shoulder to see the route in the “Access Plan”, not exactly a 

comfortable position to maintain for any length of time.  Plus, given that both the access and 

the road are tarmac I can’t actually see what difference there is in two bits of tarmac. 
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Figure 4 – Bench 1 

 

Figure 5 – Bench 2 
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The Parish Council claimed ownership of this verge in 1982, 1986 and last year but they now 

admit that the land is manorial waste and they have no title to it.  The Parish Council accounts 

do not show the verge as an asset and presumably never have done as by default assets would 

just be copied from one year’s accounts to the next, unless sold of course. 

The Parish Council accounts do not show wayleaves from the two telephone poles on this 

verge.  Openreach wayleaves department have confirmed that they do not know of an owner 

and pay no wayleaves to anyone.  The verge is unregistered land according to the land 

registry.  Wiltshire Council Highways say that this verge is not one of theirs but I do not think 

that is the correct legal status of the verge. 

UK courts have ruled that “highway” runs from hedge to hedge and includes verge and waste 

land (East v Berkshire County Council (1911), Evelyn v Mirrielees (1900)).  Highways Act 

1980, section 130 also claims waste land as highway.  On this basis the verge would therefore 

be highway verge, and certainly that post the 1980 act.  As part of the highway its prime 

purpose is public access, including access to properties, the same as every other verge in 

every other village and town. 

Old Access 

In 1986 there was a gate in existence in the north east corner.  This is shown on the site 

survey from 1986 [8] (north is bottom of page).  A gate implies an access way to the road.  

And the 1982 application [2] says on page 2 “Vehicular access gate already in existence, 

approach to this to be improved.”.  Also if you look at the old map in figure 2 the pond does 

not extend to the north-east corner of the plot.  The land at the north-east corner is shown as 

road. 

I would presume that the roads were unmetalled at the time of the map in figure 2 and when 

this was later tarmaced it followed the bend, i.e. as it runs now, and they did not fill in the 

corner since that would have the householder responsibility to fund.  number 

on the access plan, have concreted their access but the farm, as it was at time did not.  The 

entrance would likely have only been used for animals so there would have been no 

justification for the expense. 

It is therefore pretty cut and dried that there was an access to the highway in the north east 

corner.  There is no record of this being stopped up as per the procedure in the Highways Act 

1980, section 124.  Indeed to use section 124 it would need to be shown that the access was a 

danger to traffic and that is not the case as the original 1982 planning application was passed 

with the access route across the verge [1].  This permission was renewed with no problem in 

1985 [5].  Likewise there is no evidence of an agreement to stop up this access to use section 

127 of the Highways Act.  Both sections require the house holder to be compensated when an 

access is stopped up and there is no evidence of that either. 

Therefore the conclusion must be that the access in the north-east corner to the highway still 

legally exists, since it has not been legally stopped up. 

 

Please note that Planning Application no.18/01108/FUL Supplementary Information
is included here in extract form only, the document in full may be viewed on the
Wiltshire Council website,  (see Documents, Supplementary Information):

https://development.wiltshire.gov.uk/pr/s/planning-application/a0i3z000014ep3mAAA/1801108ful



ii) Objections Prior to Form 45
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